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CHAPTER III 

ANNOTATION 

 

A Tale for the Time Being which is written by Ozeki contains many cultural concepts. Then, 

this section will discuss the most problematic translational sections that are encountered by the 

writer during the process of translating A Tale for the Time Being. The cultural concepts and 

procedures are selected according to the effort needed in achieving the best possible solution 

when faced with the problems in translation. The writer has collected 12 items of cultural 

concepts. In this section, the translation procedures chosen and the translation tools used when 

translating the ST will be described. Further, the cultural concepts in the annotation will be 

outlined.  

 

A. Ecology 

According to Newmark, words in this category include geographical features specific to a 

particular culture’s homeland and these terms, carry no political or commercial connotations, 

unlike those in other categories (96). Their spread depends on the importance of their culture of 

origin and their specificity. The writer found one item that falls into ecology category when 

translating the ST. It is ginkgo and it is categorized as cultural concept flora.  

 

Table 3.1 

ginkgo : : ginkgo 

No English Indonesian 

Par. 

130 

“…, but when I read old Jiko’s poem, I 

saw an image in my mind of this big old 

ginkgo tree on the grounds of her 

temple22.” 

“…,tapi ketika aku membaca puisi Jiko ini, 

aku membayangkan pohon ginkgo besar 

yang sudah tua di kuilnya22.” 

 

In the story, Nao imagined a big old ginkgo tree on the grounds of Jiko’s temple.  According 

to New Webster's Dictionary and Thesaurus (1992), ginkgo is a gymnospermous dioecious tree 

(Ginkgo biloba) from eastern China that is widely grown as an ornamental or shade tree and has 
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fan-shaped leaves and foul-smelling yellowish fleshy seed coats. Its origin is from Japanese, 

ginkyo (gin, silver + kyo, apricot). As stated at Encyclopaedia Britannica, this tree has been 

planted since ancient times in Chinese and Japanese temple gardens and is now valued in many 

parts of the world as an attractive, fungus- and insect-resistant ornamental tree. In the story itself, 

the author added additional information about ginkgo (ginkgo trees were often planted on 

Buddhist temple grounds to help monks memorize sutras). Here, the writer transferred ginkgo 

from ST to TT based on Newmark’s procedure. Newmark stated that generally cultural object or 

concept can be transferred (81). The procedure used to translate ginkgo is transference because 

ginkgo is a flora that its origin is from Japan and China. By using this procedure, the writer 

retains ginkgo in Indonesian to appreciate ginkgo as the culture-specific item from Japan. 

 

B. Material Culture 

Concepts like food, clothes, housing, transport and communications all belong to the 

category material culture (Newmark 95). The writer found only food and housing that can be 

annotated in Chapter 1. Food is one of the important and sensitive expressions for national 

identity (Newmark 97). There are six cultural concepts that fall in this category. They are salad, 

lapsang souchong, daikon, rosemary, cold Chinese noodles, and mud room.  

 

Table 3.2a 

salad : : salad 

No English Indonesian 

Par. 

50 

“They were having lentil soup and salad 

for dinner,…” 

“Mereka memiliki sup kacang lentil dan 

salad untuk makan malam…” 

 

Everyday food often vary across cultures and play a major role in defining culture as well as 

identity. The story told that Ruth is a Japanese American who lived in British Colombia. Ruth 

and his husband had lentil soup and salad for their dinner. New Webster's Dictionary and 

Thesaurus defines salad as a cold dish of various mixtures of raw or cooked vegetables, usually 

seasoned with oil, vinegar, or other dressing and sometimes accompanied by meat, fish, or other 

ingredients. Food historians tell us salads (generally defined as mixed greens with dressing) are 
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enjoyed by ancient Romans and Greeks. Now, this food is an integral part of European and 

Western cuisine according to Encyclopaedia of Food and Culture. Salad falls into material 

culture category, which is food and transference procedure is used for translation. Using 

transference as the procedure, the writer translated the exact word from ST to TT. Salad is well-

known in Indonesia and most of the people are familiar with it.  

 

Table 3.2b 

rosemary : : rosemary 

No. English Indonesian 

Par. 

50 

“She winced, anticipating the stench of 

someone’s rotting picnic, or worse, that 

would ruin the fragrance of their meal. 

Lentil soup. They were having lentil soup 

and salad for dinner, and she’d just put in 

the rosemary.” 

Ruth meringis, mengantisipasi bau piknik 

busuk seseorang atau yang lebih buruk lagi, 

yang akan merusak aroma makanan mereka. 

Sup kacang lentil. Mereka memiliki sup 

kacang lentil dan salad untuk makan malam 

dan dia baru saja memasukkan rosemary ke 

dalamnya. 

 

In the story, Ruth anticipated the unpleasant smell that would ruin the fragrance of their 

meal. Ruth and Oliver were having lentil soup and salad for their dinner and she had just put in 

the rosemary. Rosemary is native to the Mediterranean and it grows throughout much of the 

temperate regions in Europe and America as reported by The George Mateljan Foundation. It has 

a bitter, astringent taste and a characteristic aroma which complements many cooked foods. 

Rosemary is cultural concept because whether it is fresh or dried, rosemary leaves are used as a 

flavoring in Mediterranean cuisine. Rosemary falls into Newmark’s second categorization, 

material culture, because rosemary is the name of a plant which is one of the sub-categories of 

material culture. In this sentence, rosemary is transferred into TL because there is no equivalent 

word in KBBI that can describe rosemary. Therefore, the writer used transference procedure to 

transfer the word rosemary from ST into TT.  
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Table 3.2c 

Lapsang souchong : : Lapsang souchong 

No English Indonesian 

Par. 

127 

“ The next day I went back to Fifi’s and 

ordered a small pot of lapsang souchong, 

…”  

“ Keesokan harinya aku kembali ke Fifi dan 

memesan secangkir kecil  lapsang 

souchong-sejenis  teh hitam-,…” 

 

As stated in New World Encyclopaedia, lapsang souchong is a unique variety of black tea 

originally from the Wuyi region of China province of Fujian, an area that has produced some of 

the best teas for centuries. This tea is known for the smoky flavor that makes it pleasantly 

different from other teas. Unlike many varieties of tea, it does not originate as a specialty for the 

elite. Lapsang souchong is rather an example of how human beings have been able to take an 

obstacle and, through adopting creative measures, transform it into success. This black tea can be 

drunk by anyone, even a maid cafe can offer it as one of the beverages. It can be seen in the story 

when Nao ordered a cup of lapsang souchong tea at Fifi’s Lovely Apron. Transference procedure 

is used for transferring this cultural concept to Indonesian because lapsang souchong is different 

from other types of tea. The writer also gives additional information to give an information about 

lapsang souchong to the target readers. Lapsang souchong is a kind of black tea, so sejenis  teh 

hitam can be added. The writer uses transference and addition procedures. Therefore, couplet 

procedure is used to transfer lapsang souchong from ST into TT. 

 

Table 3.2d 

daikon : : daikon 

No English Indonesian 

Par. 

134 

“…, I do know for sure that pretty soon 

she’ll be dead even if she hasn’t finished 

sweeping out the temple kitchen or 

weeding the daikon patch or arranging 

fresh flowers on the altar,…” 

“…, yang aku tahu pasti adalah dia akan 

segera mati bahkan jika dia belum selesai 

menyapu dapur kuil atau menyiangi 

sebidang kecil daikon—lobak putih— atau 

merangkai bunga segar di altar.” 
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Daily food is classified as culture and typically offers some insight to cultural norms, 

tradition, and easily accessible ingredient. In the story, Jiko had daikon patch and Nao imagined 

that Jiko will be dead soon even if she had not finished weeding the daikon patch. Daikon is a 

large long hard white radish used especially in Asian cuisine. The word daikon is formed from 

dai (big) and kon (root).  In culinary context, daikon is a material culture, especially food 

because it is originally native to continental East Asia.  Daikon or Japanese radish, is one of the 

most representative vegetable of Japan as stated in The Tokyo Foundation. About 90% of 

daikons are both produced and consumed in Japan. Daikon is transferred to give local colour of 

Japanese because in Japanese cuisine, many types of pickles are made with daikon. Although the 

writer transferred the exact word from the ST to the TT, her target reader may not have any idea 

what daikon is. To make the target readers in Indonesian understand the idea of daikon, the 

writer uses addition procedure to give more information about daikon and the addition has been 

done within the text as recommended by Newmark. Therefore, the addition procedure is used as 

a couplet with transference to transfer this cultural concept. 

 

Table 3.2e 

cold Chinese noodles : : mie dingin Cina 

No. English Indonesian 

Par. 

11 

“..., or are you eating cold Chinese 

noodles from a box?” 

“… atau kau sedang makan mie Cina dingin 

dari kotak?” 

 

Nao was guessing about what the reader who read her diary was doing. One of which was 

eating cold Chinese noodles from a box. Many Japanese and Chinese enjoy cold Chinese noodles 

in the summer according to Appetite for China.  They also require very little preparation time 

and do not even have to be reheated out of the fridge (within a reasonable number of days, of 

course). This kind of food is made of chilled Chinese noodles mixed with the sauce, vegetables 

or ham, and scrambled eggs that sliced thinly. Cold Chinese noodle is a typical of eastern Asian 

food as it is only consumed in summer because this food is influenced by seasonality. Cold 

Chinese noodles can be found mostly in China, Japan, and Korea. The Indonesian is not familiar 

with cold noodles because these noodles are popular to be eaten during the summer. Although 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_Asia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Japanese_cuisine
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there no noodles are exactly like these in Indonesia, the writer found the appropriate term to 

translate cold Chinese noodles into mie Cina dingin by using through-translation procedure. 

According to An English-Indonesian Dictionary (Echols and Shadily), noodle can be translated 

into mie, Chinese into Cina, and cold into dingin. Therefore, cold chinese noodle can be 

translated into mie Cina dingin.  The writer translated it to mie Cina dingin to give a description 

of cold noodles to the target reader. 

Table 3.2f 

mud room :: mud room 

No. English Indonesian 

Par. 

41 

“What’s this?” her husband called from 

the mud room. 

“Apa itu?” suaminya memanggil dari mud 

room9. 

9mud room—sebuah ruangan kecil atau pintu masuk 

tempat alas kaki dan pakaian luar bisa dilepas 

sebelum masuk rumah. 

 

In the story, Oliver asked Ruth about the thing that was brought by Ruth. Oliver called Ruth 

who was cooking from the mud room. Oxford Learner’s Dictionary defines a mud room as a 

small room or entryway where footwear and outerwear can be removed before entering a house. 

A proper mud room is useful to take off wet coats, to air clothes, for dogs to sleep in.  Mud room 

falls into cultural category which is material culture (housing) because not many houses in 

Indonesia have this kind of room. In America, mud room is a transitional room that connects 

outdoor area with indoor room and usually mud room functioned as storage where people can 

leave their dirty or wet clothing and shoes before entering the living room in order to maintain 

the cleanliness of the inside area. In general, houses in Indonesia do not have a mud room, they 

have a terrace straight into the living room. Transference procedure is used to transfer the exact 

word of mud room from ST to TT because there is no exact same room type in Indonesian that 

can describe mud room. To make the target readers understand what a mud room is, the writer 

uses notes procedure by adding additional information about the mud room at the bottom of 

page. In this sentence, the writer gives explanation about a mud room in the form of brief 

footnotes for her target reader in the TT by adding the meaning of it. The notes procedure is used 

as a couplet with transference to transfer mud room along with its definition as cultural concept. 
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C. Social Culture  

Newmark establishes  a  category  designated  social  culture   which  is  briefly  described  as  

referring to work and leisure (95).  Any activity which does a work can be considered in this 

category. The writer found two items of cultural concepts that fall in this cultural category, they 

are geisha and manga.  

 

Table 3.3a 

geisha : : geisha 

No. English Indonesian 

Par. 

30 

“....,and not a lot of foolish geisha crap.” “…,bukan omong kosong soal geisha yang 

bodoh.” 

 

According to the story, everything that Nao wrote will be historically true and empowering 

to women, not a lot of foolish geisha crap. Geisha is traditional Japanese female entertainer who 

acts as exclusive hostess as mentioned in New World Encyclopaedia. Geisha is considered as 

cultural icon of Japan because geisha is a symbol of Japan’s culture and tradition. Geisha is 

categorized as work category because geisha is one the jobs in Japan. The people who worked as 

geisha see themselves as keepers of Japanese arts, cultures, and traditions.  A geisha never eats 

with her guests when she is working. She must be on her toes at all times, making every guest 

feel welcome and happy, having the perfect story to tell when the conversation starts lagging and 

and she keeps an eye on every sake cup to make sure it's never empty. They may be called on to 

perform a dance or sing a song. The procedure used in translating this cultural concept from ST 

to TT is transference. The word geisha from SL is retained as geisha as well in TL, since it is a 

cultural concept of Japanese. The exact word is transferred because it aims to give local colour of 

Japanese to the target reader and also to appreciate geisha as Japanese culture. 
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Table 3.3b 

manga : : manga 

No. English Indonesian 

Par. 

119 

“So I drank the rest of my coffee and 

read a couple of manga,…” 

“Jadi aku meminum sisa kopiku dan 

membaca beberapa manga-komik-.” 

 

 In the story, Nao drank her coffee while reading some manga at Fifi’s Lovely Apron. 

Manga is considered as Japanese pop culture and reading manga is a leisure activity in Japan. It 

is typically 'comic book' as we understand it. Manga  has become integral part of modern 

Japanese life and culture as reported by Japan Times. Therefore, there is no way of escaping its 

influence wherever we go to this country. Most manga aimed at children uses a simplistic style 

and the adorable characters feed Japan's love for all things kawaii (cute). The procedure used in 

translating this cultural concept from ST to TT is transference. The writer wanted to attract the 

reader by giving a sense of intimacy between the text and the reader because the sound or the 

evoked image of manga appears attractive. Along with transference procedure, addition 

procedure is used to give an information about what a manga is. The writer adds komik to 

describe manga. Here, couplet procedure is used to transfer manga as cultural concept from ST 

into TT. 

 

D. Organisations, customs, ideas  

Political, social, legal, religious, and artistic aspects all belong to the category organisations, 

customs and ideas, also referring to the institutional terms of the political and social life of a 

country (Newmark 95). There are two items of cultural concept that fall into this cultural 

category. Zen Buddhist nun falls into religious terms, New Woman of the Taisho era as historical 

term, maid cafe as artistic terms. 

Table 3.4a 

Zen Buddhist nun : : biarawati Buddha aliran Zen 

No. English Indonesian 

Par. 

28 

“..., who is a Zen Buddhist nun.” “...seorang biarawati Buddha aliran Zen. 
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The story told that Nao wanted to write about her great grandmother, Jiko, who is a Zen 

Buddhist nun.  Zen is one of Buddhist’s beliefs. At the heart of the Japanese culture lies Zen, a 

school of Mahayana Buddhism as stated in Encyclopaedia Britannica. Zen is a practice that was 

uninterruptedly transmitted from master to disciple, and that goes back to the Awakening of a 

man named Siddhārtha Gautama (Shakyamuni Gotama in Japanese) - The Buddha - 2500 years 

ago in India. Zen means meditation in Japanese. The language of the other world religions tends to 

be transferred when it becomes of TL interest (Newmark 102). Religious terms are an important 

category of culture-specific items because they are such an integral part of daily life. Here, the 

writer used transference procedures to transfer Zen as religious term. The writer transferred it 

directly from ST to TT because this belief also exists in Indonesian. Then, recognized translation 

is used for translating Buddhist nun to biarawati Buddha. According to An English-Indonesian 

Dictionary (Echols and Shadily), nun can be translated into biarawati and Buddhist can be 

translated into penganut Buddha.  

 

Table 3.4b 

New Woman of the Taisho era : : Wanita Modern dari era Taisho 

No. English Indonesian 

Par. 

30 

She was a nun and a novelist and New 

Woman7 of the Taisho era8. 

Dia adalah seorang biarawati dan seorang 

novelis serta Wanita Modern7 dari era 

Taisho8. 

 

According to the story, Jiko was a nun and a novelist and New Woman of the Taisho era. 

New Woman and Taisho era are historical events, functions and personalities that well-known in 

the source culture (Japan). New Woman and Taisho era have been described in the form of 

footnote by the author of A Tale for the Time Being. The writer also translated the description 

about New Woman and Taisho era to Indonesian to make the target readers understand the 

concept of these historical terms. The descriptions are: 

7Wanita Modern— istilah yang digunakan di Jepang pada awal 1900-an untuk menggambarkan 

perempuan progresif berpendidikan yang menolak keterbatasan peran wanita yang ditetapkan oleh 

gender tradisional.  
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8Era Taisho—1912–1926, nama untuk kaisar Taisho, Demokrasi Taisho; periode singkat liberalisasi 

sosial dan politik yang berakhir dengan pengambilalihan militer sayap kanan yang menyebabkan 

Perang Dunia II. 

 Here, the writer used triplet procedure which consists of through-translation, recognized 

translation, and transference procedures to translate New Woman of the Taisho era into Wanita 

Modern dari era Taisho. This phrase falls into Newmark’s forth cultural categories, which is 

organisations, customs, ideas.  In the case of historical terms, the first principle is not to translate 

them, whether the translation makes sense or not, unless they have generally accepted 

translations. The phrase of New Woman is translated into Wanita Modern by using through- 

translation procedure because they share the same idea. By using An English-Indonesian 

Dictionary (Echols and Shadily), the word woman can be translated into wanita and the word of 

new can be translated into modern. KBBI describes modern as the attitude, the way of thinking 

and how to act according to the demands of the times (sikap dan cara berpikir serta cara 

bertindak sesuai dengan tuntutan zaman). So, the phrase New Woman can be translated into 

Wanita Modern. The word era can be translated into era in Indonesian because it has become a 

borrowing word in Indonesian and the meaning of the word already contained in Kamus Besar 

Bahasa Indonesia (KBBI) which is generally accepted in TT. Taisho is transferred into 

Indonesian translation because it is a name of dead people which is the Japan emperor.  

 

Table 3.4c 

maid café : : maid cafe 

No English Indonesian 

Par. 

4 

“…, right now I am sitting in a French 

maid cafe in Akiba Electricity Town,…” 

“…, sekarang aku sedang duduk di maid 

cafe—sebuah kafe yang memiliki konsep di 

mana para gadis bekerja dengan 

mengenakan pakaian pelayan yang sangat 

manis— bernuansa Perancis di Kota Listrik 

Akibahara…” 

In the story, Nao was sitting at Fifi’s Lovely Apron, a French maid café in Akiba Electricity 

Town. Originated from Akihabara and have become one of Japan’s popular culture icon, maid 

cafes are themed cafe with the waiters or waitresses dress as butlers and maids, and the 
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customers will be treated like master as reported by Matcha- Japan Travel Magazine. Maid café 

falls into artistic term category because the uniqueness of this cafe makes it different from the 

other cafes and it is considered as Japan’s popular culture. In translating maid cafe as cultural 

concept, the writer used couplet procedure. First, maid café is transferred directly from ST to TT. 

Then, addition procedure is used to supply additional information about maid cafe in the 

translated text. It aims to give an image of maid cafe to the target readers. As the reader of the 

TT has less background knowledge, the addition procedure is used in order to convey a 

description about maid cafe. As the classifier is not lengthy, there will be no interruption in the 

reader’s flow of attention. The strategy of using classifier like this is to add it only once, on the 

first appearance in the TT to avoid repetition. 


